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Transition Town
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Located 15 km north from Germany´s
Eco-Capital Freiburg, Emmendingen has
decided to become a climate neutral
community by 2050 and was awarded
prices for climate excellence in 2011 and
2015 by the ministry for environment of
Baden-Württemberg.

The faculty of newly founded European
College of Human Ecology (Europäische
Hochschule der Humanökologie gGmbH) has
conducted international Summer Programs
since 2015 in Emmendingen.

The concept for a multifunctional city
campus for the college was used as a
guiding principle for this summer program.

A vital mid-size town and administrative
centre in south western Germany with
40.000 inhabitants is looking for
strategies and effective measures to
support the ambitious goals for the
climate adaptation necessary.
The discussion around a College of
Human Ecology started together with
experts and citizens from Emmendingen
in 2011.

European College of Human Ecology - COHE

This year´s focus was put on Sustainable
Urban Development, looking at the
challenges caused by Climate Change.
Innovative urban concepts for transition were
investigated and applied to Emmendingen
contexts, creating unique opportunities that
would derive for the region from
Emmendingen becoming a vivid college-town,
where change agents could be trained to
shape a more sustainable future.

The idea is to establish a college of
Humane Ecology as a Real World
laboratory for sustainable development,
combining
teaching,
research
and
implementation
competencies.
With
approximately 300 students such a college
could ignite further economic and social
initiatives within the region e.g. in
affordable housing, urban farming and
start-ups
and
by
this
increase
attractiveness of the city for young
families and highly qualified people.

Thus a college of Human Ecology could both
mark the beginning of an new area of
sustainable urban planning while enabling
local and global partners in the transition
process towards 2050. The curriculum of the
European College of Human Ecology will
address:
- Urban and Regional Development
- Sustainable food- and agriculture
- Infraculture and sustainable mobility
- Environmental technology and services

Additionally the city campus aims to
Demonstrate how architecture with a
sustainable code can meet cultural and
environmental challenges from climate
change for urban neighborhoods. The
Federal Program for Urban Development
NPS
(Nationalen
Projekte
der
Stadtentwicklung) offers Emmendingen an
unique opportunity and could provide an
initial funding for a sustainable city
campus development.
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Summer Program in Emmendingen
Objectives

Method

Action

During the two-week Summer Program in
Emmendingen the students were
introduced to a human ecological
approach to sustainable development and
innovative concepts towards a transition
to green urban ways of life. The objective
of the program was to both familiarize
students with models and other
theoretical constructs around urban
concepts for sustainable development, as
well as to provide students with the
opportunities to develop their own
projects in order to apply these ideas in a
Real World Lab.

The Real World Lab takes the form of a
Charrette, i.e., a workshop open to the
public, giving the cooperating businesses and
interested citizens the opportunity to become
involved in the learning process.

Students were introduced to a wide range
of local urban businesses and initiatives,
working along the value chain in urban
design and planning, ecological farming
and dairy production, retail, and climate
mitigation. Moreover ideas for building a
college was opened up from different
angles. Students chose a focus that awoke
their interest and formed four working
groups.

As work progresses throughout the two
weeks, the student groups showed interim
results, working towards a final exhibition on
the last day.
The approaches used were:
-Project experiential learning
-Visual representation
-Sensualisation workshop
-Real world Lab
-Collective workshops
Experienced faculty members from COHE
worked with the students to guide their
learning, while respecting individual interests
and creativity and encouraging students to
self‐organize.

Each group consisted of two to three
students who decided on a self‐chosen
pieces to investigate in order to set up a
future college in Emmendingen.
Throughout the two weeks, students
worked together with people of
Emmendingen and cooperation partners to
develop college ideas including:
green infrastructure designs for the
campus, investing in urban sustainability
ideas, looking at the attractiveness of
Emmendingen for young people, and
sketching out possible college buildings by
including surrounding natural elements
and cultural characteristics such as
regional color-codes. In the end a first
draft of the College’s Master plan was set
up.
These results are presented on the
following pages.

European College of Human Ecology - COHE
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Students
Anja Simić, Serbia
– is a 16 years old young woman from Serbia. Within her home
country she participates successful in science competitions
because she has a broad interest beyond school subjects. Anja
is passionate about chess and during the summer program she
wants to learn about ways to change and transit a city towards
sustainability.

Braulio Andres Covarrubias Vargas,
Mexico
– is a 21 years old Mexican student at the
University of Oklahoma doing his bachelor’s
degree in civil engineering. He is interested in
bringing
together
urbanism
and
transportation
engineering
within
an
environmental approach. He also hopes to
get involved with the research and
development of green energy in his future
academic experiences. He is part of Sooners
Without Borders, a student organization with
the purpose of improving the lives of others
through sustainable and community-based
projects.

European College of Human Ecology
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Students
Kelly Meza Prado, Peru
–
Kelly’s
background
is
in
environmental studies and economics,
particularly around ecosystem ser-vices
and the design and implementation of
watershed conservation programs in
developed and developing contexts.
Current interests include identifying the
benefits and costs of nature-based
solutions in cities and the integration of
natural science with social equity
dimensions that con-sider cultural and
relational values of fresh water for
successful water programs. Originally
from Peru, Kelly holds a bachelor from
Saint Olaf College and resides in
Minnesota, United States

Jade Lisbin, Singapore
– is a 23 years old Australian student
of the University of Sydney. She is
enrolled in the Bachelor program of
Geography and Psychology. She is
interested into the dimensions of the
sustainability pillars and barriers to
implement sustainable practices in
urban contexts. During the summer
program she wants to explore the
sustainable
development
in
Emmendingen.

European College of Human Ecology

Lærke Hass, Denmark
– is a 21-year old woman from
Denmark,
studying
Sustainable
Development and Sociology at the
University of Edinburgh. She is
interested in environmental justice and
community
coopera-tives
as
alternatives
to
large
scale
food
production. She hopes to work with
local initiatives for food sovereignty,
and currently volunteers in a food coop, a community garden and a
university ‘green hub'. She likes the
many colors of vegetables.
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Students
Lorena Melcom, Brasil
– is 27 years old Brazilian woman and a graduate of the Belas Artes de São
Paulo University. Her field of study is architecture and urbanism. In 2017 she
moved to Emmendingen and engages for a local permaculture project. She
wants to learn from the foreigners about societal changes and improvements
towards sustainability and population’s welfare.

Mona Speth, Germany
is a 22 years old native-born of Emmendingen and works towards
the international Diploma of Permaculture Design with Gaia
University. She has the vision to co-create new spaces to
communicate sustainability in her hometown. During the summer
program she works on the new Masterplan and landscape for the
College of Human Ecology including methods of urban agriculture
.

European College of Human Ecology
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Students
Sze Ching Lam, Singapore
- is currently an intern at DPZ Europe. She
majors in Urban Studies and is a rising senior
from Yale-NUS College in Singapore. She is
interested in how ``urban problems” can be
resolved, which piqued her interest in New
Urbanism – this led to her eventual application
to DPZ. Sze Ching has been exposed to a wide
range of topics, from how urban spaces shaped
the life of ancient Roman cities to the histories
and social inequality caused by housing systems
across different countries. She has always been
intrigued by the relationship between the built
environment and social life and intends to write
her thesis on neighborhood change.

Sofie Rehberg, Germany
Nicole Yaw, Singapore
– is from Singapore and an
Alumna of United World
College SEA. She graduated
from Vassar College as a
Geography Major and is
passionate
about
sustainable food systems
and
integrating
sustainability in businesses,
social
enterprises,
and
urban planning.

European College of Human Ecology

– is 18 years old student of the Waldorfschule
Böblingen. She participated in the German
Sustainability academy (Nachhaltigkeitsakademie)
in 2017 and has a strong interest to establish more
sustainable lifestyles. To her it is clear that
communities’ lifestyles have to be changed to
support an urban transformation and to reduce our
negative impact on the environment.
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Day 2 – City Tour with Former Mayor, Mr. Ulrich Niemann

European College of Human Ecology
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Day 2 & 3- Visiting Cooperation Partners
Six local enterprises and organizations offered
themselves as cooperating partners for the group
projects.
They include:
-

European College of Human Ecology

Querbeet (Organic Demeter Farm)
Rinklin Naturkost (Organic Retailer)
Biomarkt Waage (Organic Supermarket)
Wehrle Werk AG (Environmental Technology Plant)
Monteziego Goat Cheese Factory
Hentschel Architects
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Day 2 – Visiting Cooperation Partners
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Day 3 – Visiting Cooperation Partners
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Evening Lectures

Duane Phillips
Markus Hofmann
Christine v. Weizsäcker
Ernst Ulrich von Weizsäcker
Dieter Steiner

European College of Human Ecology
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From Field to Fork
Experiencing Meal Culture
by Lærke Hass

The Cookbook

Munching on freshly plucked, biodynamic
tomatoes. Stretching our arms through
fences for a ripe wild-berry. Sipping on
locally produced wine straight from the
barrel. Our two weeks in Emmendingen
may have been under the heading of urban
transition, but food and all things
pertaining thereto have been the circling
point of our experiences. With students
from all over the world, from Singapore to
Sao Paulo, we have had a rich array of
food cultures to sample.

After cooking together and tasting the wide
and delicious variety of dishes from all over
the world, students proposed sharing the
recipes in a cookbook. As an extra student
project, the cookbook was designed to not
only share with each other our recipes but
also to cherish some of the memories and
moments experienced by the group along
the two weeks spent in Emmendingen.
However, anybody who is interested in the
summer course and the meals cooked can
obtain a copy of it. There are printed
versions of on-demand, as well as a free
electronic version.

On our second Sunday together we got a
chance to do this under the guidance of
Parto Teherani-Krönner and her theory of
‘meal culture’. As we all stirred, peeled and
scrambled in the kitchen, Parto inspired us
with the idea that food security cannot
merely be measured in agriculture
production or supermarket displays – we
must include the meal itself, the thing we
gather around and share. Our long-table
that evening was one of abundance and
our dinner living proof that food
sovereignty is about more than the
ingredients: it’s the hundreds ways we
combine them and all the good
conversations and laughs that follow. In
this book, we have collected our recipes
and hope they will inspire more shared
meals in the future.

European College of Human Ecology

In the next page, you can find a sample of
one of the recipes, brought all the way from
Iran by Dr. Parto Teherani-Krönner, which
both faculty and students shared and
enjoyed. If you have this hand-out in your
hands, you might as well try cooking it, and
join us in the never-ending experience of
the meal culture!
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Masto khiar (Yoghurt with cucumber)
Ingredients:

How to:

• ½ kg yoghurt (3.5% or mixed with 10%
fat yoghurt)
• 1 onion
• 1 cucumber
• ½ cup of walnuts
• ½ cup of raisins
• 1 tsp. dried mint
• Any other herbs and spices
• Salt and pepper

Dice the onion and cucumber, then mix in
the rest of the ingredients and serve as a
starter or side dish.
Especially in summer, it can be prepared as
a cold soup by mixing the yoghurt with ice
cubes.
For a stronger taste, add a few drops of
lemon juice.

European College of Human Ecology
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Communal Meals
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Day 7 – Excursion to Freiburg and Malterdingen
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Day 7 – Excursion to Freiburg and Malterdingen
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Summer Program Emmendingen

Group Projects

18

Day 4 – Starting Project Work
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Group Project – 10 Minutes: Sustainability Starts with a Conversation
By Kelly Meza Prado and Jade Lisbin
1. Introduction
Our experiences growing up and
studying inPeru, Singapore,
Australia, and the United States
have taught us that integrating
citizens’ experiences and
perceptions is critical to design cities
(and towns) in sustainable,
participative, and equitable ways.

4. At the same time, we also
found that some citizens have
concerns associated with safety,
especially around train station
and river way. Young people
emphasized on the need to have
spaces to connect with each
other, especially in relation sport
clubs and other youth-driven
organizations. Business people
identified the need to create a
business association to increase
the strength of local commerce.

2. Based on these experiences, our project focused on
collecting stories from citizens from Emmendingen that
tell us how they perceive the benefits and challenges
of living in the town, and the opportunities to make the
town better, both in terms of town design and social
connections.

3. We designed a pilot interview project to talk to key
people from the town to obtain a general sense of the
experiences and perceptions of citizens living in the town
and how they envision
their town in the future. We summarized our findings in the
table showed here (Fig. Results I). We found that people
from Emmendingen have a strong “small-town” identity
and value the town’s small size, walkability, close
community, and family-friendliness.

5. Though somewhat limited, this project is a first step to
incorporate public experiences, opinion and perceptions
into town planning in a systematic and formal way. We
hope that more studies and action will be taken—art
exhibitions,
interviews, surveys, etc.—in order to make
Emmendingen a better place for people to live and thrive

Lastly, there is need to re-think
the identity of the town in relation
to the river and other water
spaces. More green infrastructure
design could enhance this area.
Finally, there is also a need to
redesign the “Bundesstraße B3”.
At present, it is unappealing and
uninviting to passing drivers and
does not represent all what
Emmendingen has to offer. Left
like that, it is an opportunity
missed for business.

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project: Economic Cost Benefit Analysis of Green Infrastructure in
Building Resilience for Emmendingen by Nicole
Objectives

Method

While climate change is
coming upon us and
Germany and the rest
of Europe is already
feeling
the
adverse
effects
of
climate
change (summer heat
records in 2018), there
is not enough urgency
in implementing longterm change to mitigate
these effects (urban
heat island, exposure to
CO2,
air
pollution,
health issues).

Using Emmendingen’s current climate conditions, sustainability actions, and future plans of the city, we were able to
gather the local context of the area.
Through The Real World Lab in the form of a Charrette, a transdisciplinary group project, we were able to involve the
citizens in the study process, with the goal of designing a sustainable college for the town and the region.
We worked together to find suitable designs that were adapted to the local conditions of Emmendingen – not only
through the climate and soils throughout the year, but using local materials and familiar colours that represented the
identity of the city.
I used qualitative research and dialogue through an in-depth tour with Freiburg’s Sustainability Agent on its Green City
“Vauban” and “Rieselfeld” as key successful examples of passive housing and green communities.
I also researched methods of cost benefit analysis, particularly Anna Beeman’s “Valuing the Co-Benefits of Safe
Harbors Green: How Valuation Can Inform the Implementation of Green Infrastructure”, Center for Neighbourhood
Technology’s “The Value of Green Infrastructure”, and other case studies of green infrastructure

Green
infrastructure,
particularly in the form
of
the
College
of
Human
Ecology,
present several benefits
that can help tackle the
effects
of
climate
change and strengthen
the
resilience
of
Emmendingen.
However, its benefits
may not be necessarily
known or captured on a
large scale due to the
often high upfront costs
and
Particularly cities near
the Rhine region, in
between France and
Germany, are highly
affected.

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project: Economic Cost Benefit Analysis of Green Infrastructure in
Building Resilience for Emmendingen by Nicole
Findings
By identifying key green
infrastructure practices that
we found most suitable for
Emmendingen and the Colleg.
I pinpointed the environmental,
social, health, and economic
benefits of each, highlighting
its multi-value and
Collaborative advantages.
Next, using the costs of
implementation of particular
local elements (e.g. green
roofing with local plants,
bio retention & infiltration,
growing local trees), I
calculated the financial costs of
each. This included the
beginning costs, total costs to
reach the 5 Year Goal, and
total costs to reach the 15 Year
Goal.

Finally, using case studies and quantitative models for green infrastructure, I calculated the benefits of the College (e.g. community
improvement, reduced health costs, reduced wastewater treatment, renewable energy). This included the current sustainability conditions of
Emmendingen, and the projected benefits in 5 years and 15 years.
Finally, I evaluated the impact of these recommended measures and concluded if the benefits of green infrastructure in the College outweigh
the costs. I concluded that while the costs are immense, its implementation will advance Emmendingen in its resiliency and sustainability
towards tackling climate change in the long-term.

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project: Masterplan for a College Integrated New Neighbourhood
by Lorena, Mona & Sofie
Our design of the Campus for the COHE on the Festplatz aims to create an urban space that integrates itself with the surrounding area
and serves as an example for environmentally friendly urbanism and development.
We apply different innovative architectural and landscaping techniques in order to be carbon neutral and prepare for the changing
weather and climate conditions. We blend urban design elements with nature and urban agriculture, thereby transforming the site to
serve as an inspiration for other parts of Emmendingen and elsewhere.

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project: Masterplan for a College Integrated New Neighborhood by
Lorena, Mona & Sofie
Campus for COHE:
- wind tower as corner and
entrance
- Atrium for College & public
events
- Classroom buildings

Public park:
- reopening the
stream
- integrating the
kiosk

Housing
- business on the ground
level
- apartments on the upper
floors

Multipurpose water retention area:
- storm water catchment/rain water storage
- public space (amphitheatre, when the water is low)
- biotope

Berm:
- as sound protection towards the road
- covering the car parking and offices
- Terraces built with organic material: soil
building, food production and
carbon
sequestration
- integrates buildings that pop out of the
landscape

Pedestrian and bicycle bridge:
- connect with the natural green
area along the river

Fire department

College gardens:
- urban agriculture and
community gardening

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project: Masterplan for a College Integrated New Neighbourhood
by Lorena, Mona & Sofie

The river Elz has a beautiful landscape, which is cut apart from the city by the Bundestraβe B3.
We believe that a truly sustainable transition demands people and nature to be deeply connected, in order to create mutual nurture and benefit.
We propose planning a park along the river bank using the native plants from the area, specially the willows.
The willows can be tied in the shape of a shelter, protecting people from the direct sunlight, and it is resistant to flooding.
In the upper area of the river bank, we propose illuminating it with lights below eye-level, creating an enjoyable ambiance and protecting the night sky.

Also, we suggest creating green walls/settings
behind the benches, so people are protected
from the constant noise and movement of the
Bundestraβe B3.
In order to connect the river Elz with the city,
we propose building a green bridge, that
intends to give a pleasant experience to bikers
and pedestrians, also encouraging people to
use this type of transportation.
As the Bundestraβe has already an issue with
intensive traffic, we came up with two options
of dealing with it: a ground-level bridge and
an elevated bridge.
And that’s how we propose bridging nature
and city!

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project: Masterplan for a College Integrated New Neighbourhood
by Lorena, Mona & Sofie

Housing:
The housing presented a problem; how to respond to the
urban grid of the city at pedestrian level and the grid of the
solar orientation of the site.
It was important to create a combination of the two grids
because on the one hand you can use the sunlight for energy
generation and gardening with an orientation to the south and
on the other hand the urban form code connects the buildings
to the surroundings and creates a coherent space for
pedestrians.
we therefore designed the ground floor parallel to the edges of
the block and then turned the upper floors to the south to
respond to the solar orientation. The buildings also step back
as they increase in height, thereby creating terraces. This is
advantageous for gaining more space on the roof for urban
gardening, roof greening, placing solar panels or just as an
nice place to relax. This drawing shows a few examples how
the buildings respond in an environmentally friendly way to
their surroundings.

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project: Masterplan for a College Integrated New Neighbourhood
by Lorena, Mona & Sofie

Cooling:
Roof overhangs prevent the hot
summer
and
midday
sun
heating up the building.
The roof angle is calculated and
extends a certain length beyond
the facade. This angle allows
the winter sunlight to enter the
building at a lower angle thereby warming the interior. Natural
cross
ventilation
techniques
facilitate the flow of air through
the apartments.
Thus. we have used a variety of
passive cooling techniques in all
the buildings.

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project: Masterplan for a College Integrated New Neighbourhood
by Lorena, Mona & Sofie

Atrium:
The Atrium opens up after
entering the college through
the wind tower. It is a large
public space with lots of
opportunities: for example, to
grab a seat, to enjoy the
hanging indoor gardens and to
meet other people. Since it is
also connected to the wind
tower it doesn’t need any air
conditioning even though the
walls and the ceiling mainly
consist of glass. The sloping
roof acts to collect stormwater,
the collected water is then
distributed to the little creek.
This creek will be opened up
and runs through the wind
tower helping to cool the air.
After leaving the windtower the
water enters the pond in the
middle of the site.

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project: Masterplan for a College Integrated New Neighbourhood
by Lorena, Mona & Sofie
Wind tower:
First we chose to use a wind tower, which is a traditional
instrument of architecture in the middle east, for the following
reasons:
A wind tower can intensively cool a building without any energy
being needed and therefore replaces air conditioning by using the
physical laws of nature.
This will help us respond to climate change and the frequency of
heatwaves that are currently increasing in Germany in an
environmentally friendly manner.
Furthermore we chose to locate the tower in the north corner in
correspondence to our solar grid and being the highest building
marks the entrance of the college.
How it works:
• Cold breeze from higher air layers can enter into the tower from
every side
• The breeze is accelerated downwards by natural draft
• The breeze flows over water at the bottom of the tower
therefore cooling it further

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project: Masterplan for a College Integrated New Neighbourhood
by Lorena, Mona & Sofie

Breezeway buildings:
Breeze way buildings use corridors that don’t have a closed
floor but act like bridges, thereby ensuring that the air can
circulate between different floors and throughout the whole
building.
Windows on the outside of the room and on the side of the
corridor ensure the fresh air supply in the rooms as well
through natural cross ventilation.
How it works:
• The breeze enters and flows through the room via natural
cross ventilation, thereby cooling the interior of the room
• The breeze leaves the room through openings at high
level

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project – Connecting Emmendingen through Public Spaces
Come on to the streets! – By Braulio & Lærke
Idea:
When we arrived in Emmendingen, we were happy to see so many bikes and public spaces for the community
to be together. When we came to the Festplatz area across the railway, however, we realized that this was
limited to the old city centre. What could we do to connect these two areas? Our process was simple: We
walked around your town and saw how existing elements could be adapted and reinvented to create a safe
and community-oriented neighbourhood between the Elz and the rails. As other groups were proposing a new
college on the Festplatz, we took into account how this idea could be successfully integrated with the existing
infrastructure.

Inspiration:
We were inspired by the ‘Transition Town
Emmendingen 2050,’ and the aspiration of the
town to emit less carbon. On our walks, we
found many elements in the old and the new
parts of town that were already promoting a
bicycle
culture
and
a
green
urban
environment. Particularly Karl-Bautz Straße,
which we used as a template for how the area
around the Festplatz could look. The elements
we adopted from the city can be seen in red
on our poster, and include painted bike lanes,
white cobblestones, herbs and colourful
flowers, and trees. In order to not replicate
the old town, we wanted to add ther elements
that would forge a new identity for the area as
well as connecting it with the proposed College
of Human Ecology. We wanted design features
that we associated with permaculture and
connected the urban with nature. From this,
we arrived at using pallets for building street
furniture, green roofs for shading, and adding
solar panels with plugs to the public furniture.
We also imagine using the bare concrete walls
on the overpasses and the tunnel from the
train station to create murals or living walls.

European College of Human Ecology
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Group Project – Connecting Emmendingen through Public Spaces
Come on to the streets! – By Braulio & Lærke
Connectivity:
We were very interested in how we could
connect the area with the existing bikenetworks in the town and the surrounding
towns. Our aim was to make biking a safe an
attractive mode of transportation without
major infrastructure changes. Looking at our
own backgrounds from Copenhagen and
Mexico, as well as research about walkable
cities and college towns, we found that
distinct bike and pedestrian lanes were key.
Furthermore, we found maps of the bikenetwork to surrounding villages, and saw that
most entrances to the Festplatz area would
be either through the train station underpass
to Karl-Bautz Straße or through the proposed
college. Therefore it was important that these
spots connected the rest of the streets in the
neighbourhood and were easily identifiable
with the design features shown in red on the
poster. Implementing these changes would
also slow down traffic and invite people to
linger in the street, which would boost
economic interest for shop-keepers and small
business in the area.

Community-oriented:
Apart from making it easy to get from A to B, we also wanted it to be nice to slow down and
rest in between. On one of our walks, we found that we naturally wanted to linger around the
renovated Karl-Bautz Straße. What if the whole area was as inviting? We imagined a
neighbourhood were students and locals would have spaces to work, hang-out, and forge
communities in public spaces, just as we had seen in the old town. Using the design elements
in red on the poster, we made sketches of three places in the area to give an idea of what this
could look like. Most importantly, these spaces all had shade, green elements, designated
areas for biking, walking and driving to make it feel more safe, and, in the largest seating
areas, plugs for computers or phones. We imagined furniture built out of pallets with bikeracks attached (also from pallets), so that it would be easily moveable in case the patterns of
use changed, and a bench was needed in another area. This would also create a visible
identity for the area, as well as being cheap and having many positive attributes in terms of
sustainability.
Future:
Due to the limited time-frame of our project, there are many ideas that remain unexplored. In
relation to the proposed college and an increase in visitors to the town, we imagine a bikesharing scheme could be established. Visitors or students could borrow a bike for an hour, a
day, or a week, thus lessening car traffic and adding to the ecological identity of the area. This
could also include a cargo-bike, so citizens could move large amounts of food, furniture, or
anything else without a car. In addition to this, the area could also be better connected to the
near-by villages, so people commuting to and from work would rely less on cars. An analysis
of the cost, size and spread of the bus-network could aid this as well. Lastly, we want to note
that our project has been focussed on easily implementable solutions that maintain the
existing infrastructure and street lay-out. In order to create a fully walkable area, some of the
larger cross-roads could be redesigned with bike-ability and walkability in mind.

Proposal of Pallet-made furniture, shade, and bike
parking
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Group Project – The Material & The Architectural Code by Sze Ching &
Anja
Goal: Anja and Sze Ching wanted to develop a code to use design elements for building the college and the whole new Neighborhood
„Festplatz Emmendingen“ based on the local design elements in Emmendingen. Therefore sustainable building materials should be used.
The Architectural Code to create a comfortable, suitable and envir
on- mentally friendly college campus for Emmendingen, in Emmen
dingen
Why is this important? A college of human ecology has to be representtative of the knowledge it hopes to impart onto its’ students - and so just
like how human ecology understands humans as part of the natural environment. I think the campus has to be a part of its environment and
care for the natural environment. Drawing on common architectural
features I saw in the areas surrounding the future campus, I am suggesting ways we can be compatible to our neighbouring buildings so that we
fit in Emmendingen. Moreover, suggested architectural features also take
into consideration the natural environment. These features not only uses
the natural space to allow for human life but also uses the natural resour
ces in less harmful ways.
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Group Project – The Material & Architectural Code by Sze Ching & Anja
The Architectural Code continued:
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Group Project – The Material and Architectural Code by Sze Ching & Anja
Goal: Anja and Sze Ching wanted to develop a code to use design elements for building the college and the whole new Neighborhood
„Festplatz Emmendingen“ based on the local design elements in Emmendingen. Therefore sustainable building materials should be used.

The Materials Code to build a college close to nature
Why is this important? To help create a sustainable future
that Emmendingen is on the way to have and to be able
to convey an example of what we want to be thought at
our college. I have looked into which materials should be
used for the building process. What was most important to
me while searching for the best options was finding
materials that are stable in value, both economically and
environmentally friendly, easily fitted in, and, if possible,
locally available.
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Group Project – The Material & Architectural Code by Sze Ching & Anja
The Material Code continued:
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Local supporters and experts
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Final Exhibition
at the
Volkshochschule Nördlicher Breisgau
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Presentation at the Exhibition Room
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Presentation at the Exhibition Room
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Thank you for two exciting and creative weeks of Sustainability in
Emmendingen
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Team, Participants,
Partners & Supporters
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The Summer University Team & Participants
Faculty & Organization Team

Participants

Dr. Klaus-Markus Hofmann, Lörrach,
Network-Institute, Universität Freiburg, CoDirector of the European College of Human
Ecology

Braulio Covarrubias Vargas, Mexico

Dr. Wolfgang H. Serbser, Berlin, Managing
Co-Director of the European College of
Human Ecology (www.coh-europe.de)
Duane Phillips, Berlin, DP-Architects &
Master Planers, Former Director of DPZEurope
Dr. Parto Teherani-Krönner, Berlin,
Humboldt Universität
Lam Sze Ching, Singapur, Yale-NUS College
Singapore, Class of 2018

Laerke Jonassen Hass, Danmark
Jade Lisbin, Singapur
Lorena Melcon, Brasil
Kelly Meza Prado, Peru
Sophie Rehberg, Germany
Anja Simić, Serbia
Mona Speth, Germany
Nicole Yaw, Australia

Guest Speakers
Prof. Dr. Ruth Förster, “Sensualisation
Technics”
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Loening,
“You can’t merely do only one thing”
Ulrich Niemann,
“A walk through the city of Emmendingen”
Prof. Dr. Dieter Steiner,
“Can an Urbanized World be Sustainable?”
Dr. Christine von Weizsäcker,
“The Role of Biological Diversity”
Prof. Dr. Ernst-Ulrich von Weizsäcker,
“Efficiency Revolution and More: A New
Enlightenment”

Julie Schmidtsdorf, Germany, Technische
Universität Berlin, Class of 2018
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Meet the faculty
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Meet the faculty
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Summer University Partners & Supporters
Project Partners

Supporting Partners

A Special Thanks to Our Donors

Jannis Zentler
Querbeet Demetergärtnerei
Eichstetten

Harald Rinklin & Dominique Danieau
Rinklin Naturkost
Eichstetten

Dieter Steiner
Zurich

Martin Buhl, jochen Hierath
Monteziego Käserei
Teningen

Mario Burkhart
Weinmanufaktur Burkhart
Malterdingen

Heiner Steinberg, Volker Steinberg, Robert
Körner u.a.
Wehrle Werk AG
Emmendingen

Andrea Philipp
aiforia-agency for sustainability
Freiburg

Michael Rengers
Architektur und Bauwesen
Emmendingen

Ulrich Hentschel
Art and Business Hotel Markgraf
Emmendingen
Volker Steinberg
Wehrle Werk AG
Emmendingen
Stadt Emmendingen
Emmendingen
Members of the DGH

Ulrich Hentschel,
Hospital Networks
Nidda / Emmendingen

Thank you for sustainable support!
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Press Coverage
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